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Ratings 

Facilities/Instruments 
Amount  
(₹ crore) 

Rating1 Rating Action 

Long Term Bank Facilities 62.70 
CARE BB-; Stable 

(Double B Minus; Outlook: Stable) 
Assigned 

Long Term / Short Term Bank Facilities 2.30 
CARE BB-; Stable / CARE A4 

(Double B Minus; Outlook: Stable/ 
 A Four) 

Assigned 

Total Bank Facilities 
65.00 

(₹ Sixty-Five Crore Only) 
  

Details of instruments/facilities in Annexure-1. 
 

Detailed rationale and key rating drivers 
The ratings assigned to the bank facilities of Crystal Autocars Private Limited (CAPL) continue to remain constrained mainly on 
modest though improving scale of operations, low profitability margins, moderate capital structure and weak coverage 
indicators. The rating is further constrained on account of pricing constraints and margin pressure arising out of competition 

from various auto dealers in the market and cyclical nature of auto industry. However, the ratings derive strength from 
experienced promoters and strong brand value of MG motors. 
 
Rating sensitivities 

 
Positive factors – Factors that could lead to positive rating action/upgrade: 

• Improvement in scale of operations of Rs.350 crore and above on a sustained basis.  
• Improvement in profitability margin as marked by PBILDT margin above 5.00% on sustained basis. 
• Improvement in overall gearing below 1.00x on sustained basis. 
•  

Negative factors – Factors that could lead to negative rating action/downgrade: 
• Deterioration in Operating cycle above 50 days.  
• Deterioration in profitability margin as marked by PBILDT margin below 1.25% on sustained basis. 

 
Detailed description of the key rating drivers  
 
Key rating weaknesses 
Modest though improving scale of operations 
The total operating income (TOI) of the company remain modest though improving from Rs 188.76 crore in FY20 to Rs 255.55 
crore in FY22. The increase in income from operations can be attributed to increase in demand from customers. Further, the 
company’s tangible net worth base was relatively small at Rs 4.99 crore as on March 31, 2022. The modest scale limits the 
company’s financial flexibility in times of stress and deprives it from scale benefits.  
 
Low Profitability margins 
The profitability margins of the company remained low as marked by PBILDT margin and PAT margin of 1.72% (PY:2.04%) and 
0.47% (PY: 0.56%) respectively in FY22. However, the company has limited negotiating power with manufacturers and has no 
control over the selling price as the same is fixed by the manufacturers, thus the margins remained low over the medium term. 
 
Moderate capital structure and Weak debt coverage indicators 
As on March 31, 2022, the debt profile of the company comprises of term loans of Rs. 1.85 crores and working capital 
borrowings of Rs. 14.43 crores respectively as against tangible net worth of Rs.4.99 crores. The unsecured loan to the tune of 
Rs. 6.93 crores and Rs.6.82 crores in FY21 and FY22 respectively is classified as quasi equity as the same is subordinated to 
debt as per sanction letter. Further, the capital structure of the company remains moderate as marked by overall gearing ratio 
at 1.42x, on account of moderate dependence on external borrowing to meet the working capital requirements of the company 
coupled with small net worth base of the company.  
Further, in FY22 due to low profitability levels and high debt levels, the coverage indicators remained weak marked by interest 
coverage ratio and total debt to GCA stood at 1.85x (PY:1.87x) and 9.46x (PY: 18.63x) respectively. 
 
Pricing constraints and margin pressure arising out of competition from various auto dealers in the market. 
MG has wide and established distribution network and a network of service centres across India which provides it a competitive 
advantage over its peers. MG’s fully integrated state-of-the-art manufacturing plants boasts advanced production, quality, and 
testing capabilities. The margin on products is set at a particular level by MG thereby restricting the company to earn 
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incremental income. The company also faces aggressive competition from various other established automobile dealers of 
companies like Maruti Suzuki, Hyundai Motors and Tata Motors Limited (rated CARE AA-; Stable/ CARE A1+) etc. To capture the 
market share, the auto dealers have to offer better buying terms like providing credit period or allowing discounts on purchases 
which create pressure on margins and negatively impact the earning capacity of the Company. 
 
Cyclical nature of the auto industry  
The automotive sector is dependent on economic growth, credit conditions and consumer confidence. The auto industry is 
inherently vulnerable to economic cycles and is highly sensitive to interest rates and fuel prices. A hike in interest rate increases 
the costs associated with the purchase leading to purchase deferral. Fuel prices have a direct impact on the running costs of the 
vehicle and any hike in the same would lead to reduced disposable income of the consumers, influencing the purchase decision. 
The policies implemented by the government also have a direct bearing on the sale of passenger vehicles. 
 
Key rating strengths 
Experienced promoters 
Crystal Autocar Private Limited (CAPL) was incorporated on 26 Oct 2018 by Mr. Shubham Gupta and his family members. Mr. 
Shubham Gupta is chartered accountant by qualification and Mr. Shobhit Gupta has done Master of Business Administration. 
The overall operations CAPL is being managed by Mr. Shubham Gupta and Mr. Shobhit Gupta who has accumulated vast 
experience in the automobile industry. They are well supported by other directors of the company in managing day-to-day 
operations of the company. 
 
Strong brand value of MG Motor:  
MG Motor is owned by a Shanghai-based Chinese state-owned automotive SAIC Motor Corporation Limited (SMCL), which is the 
world’s 7th largest automobile. MG Motor is the largest importer of Chinese made cars into the United Kingdom and is also one 
of the fast-growing automotive brands. The company is 94 years old when they used to make 2-seater sports cars. In India, 
they have a network including MG India’s plant at Halol, Vadodara, Gujarat and the MG India Head office at Gurgaon, Haryana. 
 
Liquidity: Adequate 
The liquidity of the company is adequate as characterized by moderate average working capital utilization to the tune of around 
50% over past twelve months ending April 2022. Further, the company has generated gross cash accruals of Rs 1.72 Cr in FY22 
and is expected to envisage gross cash accruals of Rs 1.98 crore in FY23 against repayment obligations amounting to Rs 1.16 
Cr in same year. The company has moderate cash and bank balances of Rs 3.30 Cr as on March 31, 2022, which are 
unencumbered. 
 
Analytical approach- Standalone  
Applicable criteria 

Policy on default recognition 

Financial Ratios – Nonfinancial Sector 

Liquidity Analysis of Non-financial sector entities 

Rating Outlook and Credit Watch 

Short Term Instruments 

Auto Dealerships 

 
About the company 
Crystal Autocars Private Limited (CAPL) was incorporated on 26 Oct 2018 by Mr. Shubham Gupta and his family members and is 
a dealer of Morris Garages (MG MOTOR INDIA PRIVATELIMITED). The company has its registered office in East Delhi. CAPL 
currently operates four showrooms and service centers each at Noida, Ghaziabad, Patel Nagar and Patparganj. It currently sells 
all models of MG Motors through its outlets. The company manages its operations through its 2S (Sales & Service) with its 

facility located in Hapur and Bulandshahr and 3S (Sales, spare and service) facility located in Delhi and Noida, Uttar Pradesh. In 
addition to that company also exports mobile sets to Dubai. 

Brief Financials (₹ crore) 31-03-2020 (A) 31-03-2021 (A) 31-03-2022 (Prov.) 

Total operating income 188.76 214.26 255.27 

PBILDT 2.59 4.37 4.39 

PAT 0.86 1.19 1.21 

Overall gearing (times) 7.57 2.97 1.42 

Interest coverage (times) 2.39 1.87 1.85 

A: Audited; Prov.: Provisional.  

https://www.careratings.com/pdf/resources/Policy%20on%20Default%20Recognition_Sep%202021%20(21-6-22).pdf
https://www.careratings.com/pdf/resources/Financial%20ratios%20-%20Non%20Financial%20Sector-May%2022.pdf
https://www.careratings.com/pdf/resources/Liquidity%20Analysis%20of%20Non-Financial%20Sector%20entities_May2022%20Final.pdf
https://www.careratings.com/pdf/resources/Rating%20outlook%20and%20credit%20watch%20_May%202022%20Final.pdf
https://www.careratings.com/upload/NewsFiles/GetRated/Short%20Term%20Instruments%20_February2021.pdf
https://www.careratings.com/upload/NewsFiles/GetRated/Rating%20Methodology%20%E2%80%93%20Auto%20Dealerships%20(11-7-22).pdf
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Status of non-cooperation with previous CRA: Not Applicable 
 
Any other information: Not Applicable  
 
Rating history for the last three years: Please refer Annexure-2 
 
Covenants of the rated instruments/facilities: Detailed explanation of covenants of the rated instruments/facilities is 
given in Annexure-3 
 
Complexity level of various instruments rated for this company: Annexure-4 

 
Annexure-1: Details of instruments/facilities  

Name of the 
Instrument 

ISIN 
Date of 

Issuance 
Coupon 

Rate 
Maturity 

Date 

Size of the 
Issue 

(₹ crore) 

Rating Assigned along 
with Rating Outlook 

Fund-based - LT-Electronic 
Dealer Financing Scheme 

 - - - 61.70 CARE BB-; Stable 

Fund-based - LT-Cash Credit  - - - 1.00 CARE BB-; Stable 

Fund-based/non-fund-based-
LT/ST 

 - - - 2.30 CARE BB-; Stable / CARE A4 

 
Annexure-2: Rating history for the last three years 

Sr. 
No. 

Name of the 
Instrument/Bank 

Facilities 

Current Ratings  Rating History 

Type  
Amount 

Outstanding 
(₹ crore)  

Rating  

Date(s) 
and 

Rating(s) 
assigned 
in 2022-

2023 

Date(s) 
and 

Rating(s) 
assigned 
in 2021-

2022 

Date(s) 
and 

Rating(s) 
assigned 
in 2020-

2021 

Date(s) 
and 

Rating(s) 
assigned 
in 2019-

2020 

1 
Fund-based - LT-
Electronic Dealer 
Financing Scheme 

LT 61.70 
CARE 
BB-; 
Stable 

    

2 
Fund-based - LT-
Cash Credit 

LT 1.00 
CARE 
BB-; 
Stable 

    

3 
Fund-based/Non-
fund-based-LT/ST 

LT/ST* 2.30 

CARE 
BB-; 
Stable / 
CARE 
A4 

    

*Long term/Short term. 

 
Annexure-3: Detailed explanation of the covenants of the rated instruments/facilities: Not Applicable 

 
Annexure-4: Complexity level of various instruments rated for this company  

Sr. No. Name of Instrument Complexity Level 

1 Fund-based - LT-Cash Credit Simple 

2 Fund-based - LT-Electronic Dealer Financing Scheme Simple 

3 Fund-based/non-fund-based-LT/ST Simple 

 
Annexure-5: Bank lender details for this company 

To view the lender wise details of bank facilities please click here 

 
Note on complexity levels of the rated instruments: CARE Ratings has classified instruments rated by it on the basis of 
complexity. Investors/market intermediaries/regulators or others are welcome to write to care@careedge.in for any 
clarifications. 
 

 

https://www.careratings.com/Bankdetails.aspx?Id=kbn1EWeLADOurEYA7AE8ig==
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Contact us 
Media contact  
Name: Mradul Mishra  
Phone: +91-22-6754 3596 
E-mail: mradul.mishra@careedge.in 
                                                                   
Analyst contact 
Name: Shivam Tandon 
Phone: 9711511123 
E-mail: shivam.tandon@careedge.in 
 
Relationship contact  
Name: Swati Agrawal 
Phone: +91-11-4533 3200 
E-mail: swati.agrawal@careedge.in 
 
About us:  
Established in 1993, CARE Ratings is one of the leading credit rating agencies in India. Registered under the Securities and 
Exchange Board of India, it has been acknowledged as an External Credit Assessment Institution by the RBI. With an equitable 
position in the Indian capital market, CARE Ratings provides a wide array of credit rating services that help corporates raise 
capital and enable investors to make informed decisions. With an established track record of rating companies over almost 
three decades, CARE Ratings follows a robust and transparent rating process that leverages its domain and analytical expertise, 
backed by the methodologies congruent with the international best practices. CARE Ratings has played a pivotal role in 
developing bank debt and capital market instruments, including commercial papers, corporate bonds and debentures, and 
structured credit.  
 
Disclaimer: 
The ratings issued by CARE Ratings are opinions on the likelihood of timely payment of the obligations under the rated 
instrument and are not recommendations to sanction, renew, disburse, or recall the concerned bank facilities or to buy, sell, or 
hold any security. These ratings do not convey suitability or price for the investor. The agency does not constitute an audit on 
the rated entity. CARE Ratings has based its ratings/outlook based on information obtained from reliable and credible sources. 
CARE Ratings does not, however, guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of any information and is not responsible 
for any errors or omissions and the results obtained from the use of such information. Most entities whose bank 
facilities/instruments are rated by CARE Ratings have paid a credit rating fee, based on the amount and type of bank 
facilities/instruments. CARE Ratings or its subsidiaries/associates may also be involved with other commercial transactions with 
the entity. In case of partnership/proprietary concerns, the rating/outlook assigned by CARE Ratings is, inter-alia, based on the 
capital deployed by the partners/proprietors and the current financial strength of the firm. The ratings/outlook may change in 

case of withdrawal of capital, or the unsecured loans brought in by the partners/proprietors in addition to the financial 
performance and other relevant factors. CARE Ratings is not responsible for any errors and states that it has no financial liability 
whatsoever to the users of the ratings of CARE Ratings. The ratings of CARE Ratings do not factor in any rating-related trigger 
clauses as per the terms of the facilities/instruments, which may involve acceleration of payments in case of rating downgrades. 
However, if any such clauses are introduced and triggered, the ratings may see volatility and sharp downgrades.  
 

For the detailed Rationale Report and subscription information, please visit www.careedge.in 
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